LE QUANG CUONG SECONDARY SCHOOL

REVISION FOR THE SECOND TERM
SOLUTIONS 7

A.

I. VOCABULARY (unit 9, 10, 1, 2)

II. GRAMMAR POINTS:
1. passive forms (present simple, past simple, future simple, present perfect)
2. Phrasal verbs
3. Suffixes: er/-or/-ist
4. Negative prefixes un-/im-/in-/dis-
5. Verbs + to-V
6. Verbs + V-ing
7. Tenses (present simple, past simple, present progressive, past progressive, future simple, present perfect)
8. Requests:
   Can/Could/will/would you + V……?
9. Suggestions
   What/How about……?
   Shall we…….
   Let’s…….

B. EXERCISES

I. Phonetics
1. A. mouth B. this C. think D. mouth
2. A. production B. question C. information D. section
3. A. pessimistic B. kind C. tired D. slight
4. A. difficult B. impatient C. confident D. high
5. A. mountainous B. countless C. southern D. loud
6. A. books B. helps C. schools D. events
7. A. massages B. garages C. beaches D. cities
8. A. raised B. laughed C. weighed D. studied
9. A. homework B. hope C. phone D. comfort
10. A. kitchen B. mechanic C. school D. chemistry

II. Multiple choices.
1. …………… general, boys are more interested in computers than girls.
   A. To B. For C. In D. On
2. You’re at the party ………… there are a lot of people you don’t know. How do you feel?.
   A. when B. where C. which D. what
3. She is very ……………She often imagines being rich and famous.
   A. optimistic B. pessimistic C. generous D. ambitious
4. Meg: Would you like to go to the cinema with me tonight?
   Alex: ……………
   A. No, I wouldn’t B. I don’t agree C. Yes, I’d love to D. Yes, I would.
5. She has finished her work and …………… have I.
   A. neither B. so C. too D. either
6. Alice: I enjoy listening to music in my free time.
   Jack: ……………
   A. So do I! B. Do you? C. Me too D. all are correct
7. What personality adjectives do they use ........ to describe themselves?
   A. describe     B. to describe     C. describing     D. description

8. I prefer reading ........ chess.
   A. to playing     B. to play     C. playing     D. played

9. What’s the best job, ........ your opinion?
   A. to        B. for     C. in     D. on

10. My mother has to deal ........ the housework all day.
    A. with     B. to     C. in     D. about

11. What is he going ........ with his money?
    A. do     B. to do     C. doing     D. did

12. Meg: What do you think about part - time Jobs?
    Alex: They are a good way of meeting people.
    Meg: ........
    A. That’s true     B. I don’t agree     C. That’s a good point     D. all are correct

13. I’m going to be a ........ because I like to repair cars.
    A. builder     B. mechanic     C. scientist     D. chef

14. She looks tired. She shouldn’t ........ up late.
    A. to stay     B. staying     C. stay     D. stayed

15. ........ did you find out the job? - I saw the advertisement in the Tuoi Tre.
    A. How     B. How often     C. How long     D. How many

16. We are looking forward ........ you.
    A. to see     B. see     C. seeing     D. to seeing

17. Part-time jobs for teenagers are really ........ paid.
    A. badly     B. bad     C. worse     D. the worst

18. He got ........ the taxi as fast as he got ........ of it.
    A. on/ off     B. on/ out     C. in/ out     D. in/ back

19. Everybody thinks that their boss is ........ patient and little intolerant.
    A. slight     B. slightly     C. more slightly     D. slightlier

20. Nelson Mandela fought for the rights of black people in ........
    A. Europe     B. the USA     C. Zimbabwe     D. South Africa

21. Tim is a good student. He did very well in the first semester. His mother is ........ him.
    A. sorry for     B. sad     C. proud of     D. displeased

22. Would you mind ........ the light?
    A. turn     B. to turn     C. turned     D. turning

23. Where is the fridge? – It’s ........ the corner of the kitchen.
    A. in     B. at     C. to     D. above

24. Did the children enjoy ........ when they were on holiday?
    A. themselves     B. themself     C. himself     D. itself

25. Carmen didn’t use to eat fish, but now she .........
    A. used to     B. do     C. does     D. doesn’t

III. Supply the correct form of verbs.
1. ........ you ........ (ever drive) a car?
2. While I ........ (wait) you, I saw Sandy.
3. We saw the new horror film last night but I ........ (enjoy) it.
4. I ........ (have) three different teachers since I started learning English.
5. They ........ (open) a big department store in the town centre next month.
6. How long _______ you _______ (be) a doctor?
7. Alfie __________ (think) it's really good idea.
8. Do you feel like (be) _______ a member of my family?
9. She decided (not buy) ___________ that book. It is too expensive.
10. He (break) ___________ the window yesterday but he refused (pay) _______ it.
11. Nobody (know) ___________ how to fix this machine.
12. Would you like (eat) ___________ out with me tonight? - I’d love to.
13. She pretends (not see) ___________ me because she avoids (talk) _______ to me.
14. We can (swim) ___________ across the river in twenty minutes.
15. She’s keen on (plant) ___________ roses.
16. (You/buy) ___________________ the new car yet?
17. My sister and I (travel) ___________________ across Europe this summer vacation.
18. Who (be) ___________ the president next year?
19. Their mother (drive) ___________ to work last Saturday.
20. What (Tom/should) ___________ do now?
21. He was very polite. Whenever his wife entered the room he (stand) ___________ up.
22. When I (look) ___________ for my passport I (find) ___________ this old photograph.

IV. Complete the sentences with the words in the box
more     as    the     than    too    enough
1. He’s _______ funniest person in the class.
2. It’s more peaceful to live in the countryside _______ in the city.
3. She’s _______ talkative than her sister!
4. Have I cooked the meat long _______? I don’t want you to be ill!
5. This text is _______ difficult. I don’t understand these words.
6. The church isn’t _______ far as the farm.

   technician    novelist    musician    vandal    burglar
1. A _______ smashed the windows of our car.
2. He’s a _______ and plays in an orchestra.
3. My favourite _______ is Stephen King. I love his books.
4. We need a _______ to look at this computer.
5. The police arrested the _______ who broke into our house last year.

V. Make questions for the underlined words
1. My sister likes listening to music in her free time.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. No, I am not keen on playing computer games.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Yes, he fancies reading comic books.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. She likes playing badminton best.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. He can’t help feeling nervous about the exams.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. I will travel around Viet Nam if I have a gap year.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. She doesn’t want to do part-time jobs because she won’t study well.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. They often go walking in the mountains on the weekend.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. He never goes fishing in the winter.
   ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. My little brother is slightly impatient and mean.
    ➞ ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
VI. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first.

1. The last time I went to the cinema was five month ago.
   → I have .......................................................... ..........................................................

2. They go to Saint Mary’s school.
   → They are .......................................................... ..........................................................

3. He can’t stand listening to loud music.
   → He really .......................................................... ..........................................................

4. Are you keen on playing badminton?
   → Do you .......................................................... ..........................................................

5. Jack spent half an hour fixing his bike.
   → It took .......................................................... ..........................................................

6. Did you enjoy the party? (good time)
   → Did you .......................................................... ..........................................................

7. Is English compulsory at your school? (have to)
   → Do you .......................................................... ..........................................................

8. Potatoes are cheaper than tomatoes. (expensive)
   → Tomatoes are .......................................................... ..........................................................

9. Ken always drives so fast. (slowly)
   → Ken .......................................................... ..........................................................

10. How long has she studied English?
    → How long did .......................................................... ..........................................................

11. It took me half an hour to paint the gate.
    → I spent .......................................................... ..........................................................

12. We aren’t really interested in playing computer games.
    → We can’t .......................................................... ..........................................................

13. She teaches English well.
    → She is .......................................................... ..........................................................

14. She feels comfortable to watch TV.
    → Watching TV .......................................................... ..........................................................

15. My new jeans are more expensive than yours.
    → My new jeans aren’t .......................................................... ..........................................................

16. We spent a whole day looking for these old pictures.
    → It took .......................................................... ..........................................................

17. When did you buy the computer?
    → How long is .......................................................... ..........................................................

18. What is the distance between your hometown and your school?
    → How .......................................................... ..........................................................

19. No one in my class is as intelligent as Jane.
    → Jane is .......................................................... ..........................................................

20. The flight to Jakarta lasted five hours.
    → It took .......................................................... ..........................................................

VII. Put the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.

1. feeling/ she/ about/ the/ can’t help/ exams/ nervous/.
   → ..........................................................................................................................

2. Jack/ his/ in/ like/ does/ time/ playing soccer/ free/ ?
   → ..........................................................................................................................

3. want/ earn/ do/ teenagers/ they/ money/ part-time jobs/ to/ because/ some/.
   → ..........................................................................................................................

4. Last summer/ for/ a/a in/ Sue/ worked/ two months/ as/ waitress/ coffee shop/.
   → ..........................................................................................................................
5. Has your sister been to Monday/ where/ since/ last/ gone/ last/?

6. Can experience teenagers’ jobs/ and/ some money/ part-time/ get/ earn/ lots of/ from/.

7. Would/ to/ like/ a/ do/ what/ if/ have/ you/ you/ John/ gap year/?

8. How/ Jack/ you/ many/ did/ hours/ sleep/ last night/?

9. Important/ when/ to/ it/ share/ you/ feelings/ need/ is/ help/.

10. A/ a/ break/ gap/ school/ university/ is/ year/ and/ between/?

VIII. Read the text carefully and do as directed

The worst job

We asked several young people, ‘What do you think is the worst job?’ Here are their answers. Do you agree with them?

A. This is probably the worst job in the world! I feel sick when I think about it! You’re up so high and there’s air all around you. Then they pull you up and let you go down. Wow — I’m never going to do anything like that!

B. The hours are terrible. You have to get up really early when it’s dark and go to bed early. You have to go out when it’s cold and rainy and you get very dirty too. I’m going to get a job indoors.

C. Oh — can you imagine? There are spiders and horrible little things all round you, everywhere! Some of them are really dangerous too and you have to feed them and touch them and clean out their boxes! No, thank you. I think I’ll work in an office.

D. I’m sure the smell is awful. The food stays in the bags for days or even weeks and you have to pick up the bags and carry them. Ugh! Sometimes the bags break and you have to clean up all the mess. I think the people who do this job should earn lots and lots of money.

E. I like watching plays and films but you’ll never see me on a stage. It’s too frightening and I’m sure it’s very hard to learn all the words. Everyone’s looking at you and waiting for you to make a mistake. But I admire people who can do it.

A. Match the jobs with the descriptions. (1.0 pt)

0. Farmer __B__
1. actor ____
2. high-rise window cleaner ____
3. rubbish collector ____
4. insect-house zoo keeper ____

B. Answer the questions (1.0 pt)

1. Why don’t you want to be an actor?

2. Which Job would you like to be in the future?

* Choose the best answer

The elephant is the largest animal to walk on Earth. An elephant can carry a load of 1,200 pounds. They eat 300 pounds of food a day. An elephant baby can weigh 200 pounds at birth. Elephants can live up to 70 years. Elephants can be trained to carry logs with their trunks. They also use their trunks for drinking water, bathing, eating and communicating. There are two kinds of elephants: the African elephant and the Indian elephant. African elephant can be characterized as
larger ears. The African elephant grows up to 10 feet and weighs as much as 12,000 pounds. The Indian elephant grows up to 9 feet tall, and weighs up to 800 pounds. This elephant is characterized as smaller ears. Another name for the Indian elephant is the Asian elephant.

1. What is the topic of the passage?
   A. African elephant  
   B. Indian elephant  
   C. Elephants  
   D. Elephants’ trunks

2. How much does a baby elephant weigh at birth?
   A. 70 pounds  
   B. 200 pounds  
   C. 300 pounds  
   D. 1,200 pounds

3. According to the passage, elephants can use their trunks for the following activities EXCEPT?
   A. Bathing  
   B. communicating  
   C. Sleeping  
   D. Drinking

4. An Indian elephant has _________ than an African elephant.
   A. a longer tail  
   B. a stronger trunk  
   C. smaller ears  
   D. bigger teeth

5. Which kind of elephant is the largest?
   A. The Indian elephant  
   B. the African elephant  
   C. the Asian elephant  
   D. the Indian and Asian elephant
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I. Write the past simple form:
   1. win - ____________________  
   2. come - ____________________  
   3. send - ____________________  
   4. go - ____________________  
   5. study - ____________________  
   6. write - ____________________  
   7. listen - ____________________  
   8. make - ____________________

II. Choose the best answer by circling the letter A, B, C or D:
   1. My penfriend is from France. She is ............
      A. France  
      B. French  
      C. Italia  
      D. Italian
   2. Prince Charles’s nationality is British. He is from ............
      A. Britain  
      B. Spanish  
      C. English  
      D. Italian
   3. I always walk to school. I never ............a bus.
      A. do  
      B. make  
      C. take  
      D. have
   4. We often ............a dream about flying.
      A. do  
      B. make  
      C. take  
      D. have
   5. The Second World War ............in 1938.
      A. begin  
      B. began  
      C. begins  
      D. beginning
   6. Maria and her sister ............a lot of new clothes yesterday.
      A. bought  
      B. buying  
      C. buy  
      D. buys
   7. My father always has two cups ............coffee everyday.
      A. in  
      B. on  
      C. of  
      D. at
   8. We bought some postcards ............the hotel.
      A. in  
      B. on  
      C. of  
      D. at
   9. ............people live this house?
      A. How many  
      B. How much  
      C. How often  
      D. How old
   10. How ............milk does he drink a day? - He drinks half a litre of milk a day.
       A. many  
       B. much  
       C. often  
       D. old
   11. We don’t buy ............flowers.
       A. many  
       B. much  
       C. some  
       D. any
   12. If there are ............words you don’t understand, use a dictionary.
       A. some  
       B. many  
       C. a  
       D. the
   13. Nam: We don’t have to go to ............school today.
       A. an/a  
       B. a/ the  
       C. an/ the  
       D. the/ the
   14. Minh: Great! Let’s go to ............cinema.
       A. an/a  
       B. a/ the  
       C. an/ the  
       D. the/ the
   15. Choose the word which is pronounced differently from the other:
16. Odd one out:
A. Oh dear!
B. Poor you!
C. OK.
D. What a disaster!

III. Writing:
1. did/ Saturday/ you/ do/ what/ night/ on/?
2. so/ why/ was/ it/ ?
3. didn’t/ we/ to school/ yesterday/ go.
4. win/ he/ a Nobel Prize/ didn’t
5. Bethany/ has/ was/ biting/ screamed/ shark/arm/ the/ while/ not/ her/.

V. Rewrite these sentences without changing the meaning:
1. Your bike is newer than my bike. → My bike is newer than your bike.
2. Why don’t you go to Dam Sen park? → Why not go to Dam Sen park?
3. Does Mai’s school have 23 classrooms. → Does Mai’s school have 23 classrooms?
4. What is the length of the table? → How long is the table?
5. I have a brother, Hung. → I have a brother named Hung.
6. I want some milk. → I’d like some milk.
7. Why don’t you ask her yourself? → I suggest you ask her yourself.
8. He prefers tennis to football. → He’d rather play tennis than football.
9. He’s never enough money → He’s always short of money.
10. Is this the only way to reach the city center. → Isn’t there a better way to reach the city center?
11. She didn’t say a word as she left the room → She left the room without saying a word.
12. She is proud of being such a good cook. → She prides herself on being a good cook.
13. My city isn’t the same as yours. → My city is different from yours.
14. He remembered and so did she. → He didn’t forget and neither did she.
15. Who does this bag belong to? → Whose bag is this?
16. Have you got a cheaper carpet than this? → Is there a cheaper carpet than this?
17. Remember to check your flight number. → Don’t forget to check your flight number.
18. Football attracts people much and so does tennis → Football attracts people as much as tennis.
19. The train to Ha Noi lasted three hours. → It took three hours to get to Ha Noi.
20. Knowing English is useful. → It is useful to know English.
22. This office is too small for two people. → This office isn’t big enough for two people.
23. The play was so boring that we left in the interval. → We were so bored that we left the play.
24. Jane is a better cook than Kate. → Kate can’t cook as well as Jane.
25. Knowing English is useful. → It is useful to know English.
26. It took us two hours to water the flowers. → We spent two hours watering the flowers.

VI. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1. I ____________ (go) to basketball practice yesterday because I missed the bus.
2. ____________ (you met) the new student in our class yet? She’s really nice.
3. ____________ (your brother take) the bus this morning? I know he hasn’t got a car at the moment.
4. My dad ____________ (change) his job. He wants to work in town.
5. I ____________ (see) the new Johnny Depp film yet. Is it good?
6. We ____________ (eat) some amazing food at the new Chinese restaurant last night.
7. I ____________ (already do) exercises 1 and 2 but can you help me with exercise 3?
8. ____________ (you get) to London next Saturday? By train?
9. I ____________ (meet) you outside the cinema at eight. OK?
VII. Complete the text with the correct words.

How (1) ______ much / many food shops are there in Kenton? Well today there is one more.

(2) ______ the / – Branston’s is (3) ______ a / the new shop in (4) ______ a / the High Street.

It’s not very cheap but it’s not (5) ______ a / the most expensive shop in town! It sells (6) ______ some / any really interesting things. It doesn’t sell (7) ______ some / any meat or vegetables but it sells tea from a lot of different countries. It also has (8) ______ the / a small café and you can have (9) ______ the / – breakfast there – with (10) ______ the / a cup of tea, of course!

VIII. Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1. They are going to get married in the local ______. A department store B museum C church
2. His grandfather is ______. A Germanian B German C German
3. My mother was ______ in 1960. A born B retired C died
4. It was dangerous to walk to school because it was so ______. A cloudy B rainy C foggy
5. A nurse works in a ______. A kitchen B hospital C library
6. I spoke to him on the phone and then I saw him a few minutes ______. A later B after C past
7. Did you ______ a lot of friends in the USA? A take B make C spend
8. It’s really healthy to eat ______. A hot dogs B pastry C apples
9. You make chips from ______. A tomatoes B potatoes C onions
10. I’m going to take a(n) ______ from the airport to the hotel. A underground B plane C taxi

IX. Reading

1. The end of a long journey

Yesterday was an important day for Thomas Burns from Portsmouth. He retired after 45 years as a bus driver in the city. Here he writes about the changes he has seen over the years.

‘Over the years a lot of things have changed in Portsmouth and I think it’s more difficult to be a bus driver today than before. There are more cars, more cyclists, more traffic jams and more people in a hurry! I’ve seen a lot of changes in the town centre too. When I started you could drive along the High Street. Now you can’t. It’s for people on foot! There are lots of roads you can’t drive along.

Another change is that 40 years ago we had conductors. Conductors were people who worked on the bus too and they walked up and down the bus and sold the tickets. Today the driver has to sell tickets. Also, the conductors watched the passengers for any trouble. Today we have CCTV cameras instead! But a CCTV camera can’t tell a teenager to get off the bus!

The passengers haven’t changed a lot. I’ve met some really nice people and some very rude people too. But that’s life, isn’t it?’

* Are the sentences true or false?

1. People want to get to places quickly these days. ______
2. There is more traffic on the roads today than before. ___
3. The city centre is the same as it was when Thomas started as a driver. ___
4. There is more trouble on the buses today than there was before. ___
5. All Thomas’s passengers were polite. ___
2. **A near accident**

Pam Tyler has just returned from a winter holiday and has a story to tell about a very near accident.

Pam travelled with her husband, Steve, and her two children, Kev and Lucy. They were very happy when they started the journey. ‘The children were so excited,’ says Pam. ‘Christmas with lots of snow. It was the perfect holiday!’

The Tyler family went by car and took the car ferry from England to Norway. ‘It was very cold,’ continues Pam. ‘And the children asked again and again, “Is it snowing in Norway?” When the boat arrived it was amazing. The snow was really heavy!’

They arrived at 6.30 in the evening and they had to drive for two hours to get to their holiday home. But first they had to drive through the town – on the right hand side of the road! Pam was the driver with Steve beside her and the children were in the back. At that time of the evening it was dark and snowy and it was difficult to see the road. Pam drove slowly. Suddenly she saw a red light and stopped quickly. She was just past the light.

Steve shouted, ‘Drive!’

‘But it’s red,’ said Pam.

‘Just drive!’ Steve shouted. ‘Now!’

Pam drove and a few seconds later a tram passed behind them. The red light was there to stop the cars when the trams passed. In the snow Pam stopped the car after the light and she stopped ON the tram lines. Luckily, Steve saw the tram and saved their lives!

‘There aren’t any trams in my town in England,’ says Pam. ‘I didn’t know about the tram lines. We nearly died. We were very lucky. Of course, Steve drove for the rest of the holiday!’

Answer the questions.

1. Why were the children excited about the holiday?
   _____________________________________________________________

2. What was the weather like when they arrived in Norway?
   _____________________________________________________________

3. Why was it difficult to drive?
   _____________________________________________________________

4. What did Pam see and what did she do?
   _____________________________________________________________

5. Why did Steve shout ‘Drive!’?_______________________

---

1. **STAMPS**

The first stamp in the world was an English stamp. It was made (1) 1840. Before that time people paid money to the postman (2) every letter they received and the postman didn’t give letters to anybody (3) didn’t pay him.

An English teacher whose (4) is Rowland Hill thought much about it. One day he said that people who wrote the letters must (5) for them and not the (6) who got the letter. (7) spoke about it to people in the Government.

Soon all the (8) began to sell little pieces of paper with a stamp on them.

2. **ENGLAND**

England is not a large (1) No town is very far (2) the sea. Many English families (3) their holiday at (4) seaside. There are no high mountains in England, no very (5) rivers and no large forests. (6) are many towns in England. The English (7) looks (8) beautiful, especially (9) spring and summer. All the forests, the fields and the gardens are green, red, blue, yellow, and white (10) flowers.

3. **TELEVISION**
Television is (1)                      of man's most important means (2)                      communication. It brings (3)                      and sounds from (4)                      in the world to million of homes. A person with a (5)                      set can (6)                      in his (7)                      and watch the president (8)                      a speech or visit a foreign country. Through TV, home viewer (9)                      see and learn (10)                      people, places anything in far away lands.

II. Put the verbs in brackets into the simple past or past continuous tense.
1. Mr. Smith never (wake)                      up in time in the mornings and always (get)                      into trouble for being late; so one day he (go)                      to town and (buy)                      an alarm clock.
2. To get home he (have to)                      go through a field where a bad-tempered bull usually (graze)                      .
3. This bull normally (not chase)                      people unless something (make)                      him angry. Unfortunately, as Mr. Smith (cross)                      the field, his alarm clock (go)                      off.
4. This (annoy)                      the bull, who immediately (begin)                      to chase Mr. Smith.
5. Mr. Smith (carry)                      an open umbrella as it (rain)                      slightly. He (throw)                      the umbrella to the ground and (run)                      away as fast as he could.
6. The bull (stop)                      and (begin)                      to attack the umbrella. While he (do)                      this Mr. Smith escaped.
7. When he (awake)                      she (sit)                      by the window. She (look)                      at something in the street, but when he (call)                      her she (turn)                      and (smile)                      at him.
8. Why you (interrupt)                      me just now? I (have)                      a very interesting conversation with Mr. Pitt.
9. The murderer (carry)                      the corpse down the stairs when he (hear)                      a knock on the door.
10. When I (look)                      through your books I (notice)                      that you have a copy of Murder in the Cathedral.
11. As they (walk)                      along the road they (hear)                      a car coming from behind them. Tom (turn)                      round and (hold)                      up his hand. The car (stop)                      .
12. When I (arrive)                      at the station Mary (wait)                      for me. She (wear)                      a blue dress and (look)                      very pretty. As soon as she (see)                      me she (wave)                      and (shout)                      something, but I couldn't hear what she (say)                      because everybody (make)                      such a noise.
13. The prisoner (escape)                      by climbing the wall of the garden where he (work)                      . He (wear)                      blue overalls and black shoes.
14. She said that the car (travel)                      at 40 k.p.h. when it (begin)                      to skid.
15. She said that she (not like)                      her present flat and (try)                      to find another.
16. While he (make)                      his speech the minister suddenly (feel)                      faint. But someone (bring)                      him a glass of water and after a few minutes he (be able)                      to continue.
17. When I (see)                      him he (paint)                      a portrait of his wife. ~
- You (like)                      it? ~ He only just (start)                      when I (see)                      it, so I couldn't judge.
18. I (take)                      my friend to a murder trial the other day. ~
- Who (be)                      tried? ~ A man called Bill Sykes. ~ Was he acquitted? — I don't know. They still (listen)                      to the evidence when we (leave)                      .
19. I (be)                      sorry that I (have to)                      leave the party early, because I (enjoy)                      myself.
20. As we (come)                      here a policeman (stop)                      us. He (say)                      that he (look)                      for some stolen property and (ask)                      if he could search the car.
21. I (see).................. you yesterday from the bus. Why you (use).................. a stick? ~
I (use).................. a stick because I had hurt my leg that morning falling off a horse. ~
Whose horse you (ride)..................?
22. The floor was covered with balls of wool. Obviously Mrs. Pitt (knit)............... something.
23. Ann said that she (be)................. on holiday. I (say).................... that I (hope)
............... that she (enjoy) herself.
24. While he (water)................. the flowers it (begin)................. to rain. He (put)
............... up his umbrella and (go) on watering.